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'The enclosed LER provides details of an event where limiting condition for~
.

-operation (LCO)?3.0.3 was entered as a result of exceeding the time limit'of ;
action:2.d of LCO 3.3.1.1 following.the loss of one power range excore i

detector. A discussion of root cause and corrective actions taken is also
included,. This event is being reported in.accordance with 10 CFR 50.73,
paragraph a.2.i.b.-

Very truly yours.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

\
J. R. Bynum,-Vice President
Nuclear Power Production-
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At 0258 EDT on July 22, 1989, with both units in Mode 1, at 100 percent power,
2,235 pounds per square inch gauge, and 578 degrees Fahrenheit, power range excore
detector N-43 on Unit 1 failed during operation and was declared inoperable. Limiting
condition for operation (LCO) 3.3.1.1 was entered which required, in part, that the
quadrant power tilt ratio be monitored with the remaining three excore detectors and
verified consistent with a normalized symmetric power distribution using the moveable
incore detectors in the four pairs of symmetric thimble locations at least once every
12 hours. At 1458, after failing to meet the LCO 3.3.1.1 action 2.d action requirement
despite extensive efforts to perform the required surveillance tests, LCO 3.0.3 was
entered. Entry into LCO 3.0.3 is considered to be an operation prohibited by technical
specifications and, thus, is reportable under 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.1.b. At 1930,

the required surveillance test was completed, and LCO 3.0.3 was exited, returning to the
action statements of LCO 3.3.1.1. The root cause of this event was determined to be an
inadequate procedure. Surveillance Instruction (SI) 178, " Moveable Detector Determination
of Quadrant Power Tilt " contained no guidance to help the user choose which of the three
available methods is appropriate for current operating conditions. Three contributing
causes were also identified. The principal corrective action is to revise SI-173 to
correct the identified deficiencies.
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Description of Event

This report describes an event where limiting condition for operation (LCO) 3.0.3 was
cntered as a result of exceeding the time limit of action 2.d of LCO 3.3.1.1 following the
loss of one power range excore detector. The following description of the event is-
presented in chronological order for clarity.

On July 20, 1989, two days prior to the event report in this LER, the B and D detectors in
the traveling incore monitor (TIM) system (EIIS Code IG) failed during a routine flux
mapping and were inoperable. In addition, the E detector had exhibited intermittent

p:rformance in the automatic mode of operation, a situation that would require operating
this detector individually in the manual mode. A work request (WR B256378) was submitted
to repair.the detectors but had not been worked by the time of the following event.

~.At 0258 on July 22, 1989, with both units in Mode 1 at 100 percent power, 2,235 pounds per
square inch gauge (psig),'and 578 degrees Fahrenheit (F), power range excore detector N-43
(EIIS Code IG) on Unit 1 failed during operation and was declared inoperable. Action 2 of
LCO 3.3.1.1 was entered which required, in part, that:

2.c "Either, THERMAL POWER is restricted to less than or equal to 75% of RATED THERMAL
and-the Power Range, Neutron Flux high trip reduced to less than or equal to 85% of
RATED THERMAL POWER within 4 hours; or, the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is monitored at
least once per 12 hours."

2.d "The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO, as indicated by the remaining three detectors.is
verified consistent with the normalized symmetric power distribution obtained by
using the movable incore detectors in the four pairs of symmetric thimble locations
at least once per 12 hours when THERMAL POWER is greater than 75% of RATED THERMAL
POWER."

The first requirement above can be satisfied by performance of Surveillance Instruction
(SI) 133. " Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio." Likewise, the second requirement above can be
satisfied by performance of SI-178, " Moveable Detector Determination of Quadrant Power
Tilt."

The duty reactor engineer was notified of the event and arrived onsite at 0430 on
July 22, 1989. After orienting himself with the situation, a review of procedures was
conducted in order to plan the appropriate course of action to address the LCO action
requirements. It was determined that SI-178 would be required to confirm the QPTR and
that performance of SI-133 and Technical Instruction (TI) 53, " Flux Mapping," would be
required to complete SI-178. At 0600, working copies of SI-178, SI-133, and TI-53 were
ordered from the 24-hour Technical Information Center to ensure the latest revisions of
these, procedures would be used during their performance. In addition, the Unit 1

assistant shift operations supervisor (ASOS) and the radiological control superviscr were
requested to remove the hold order, which is normally on the Unit I detectors when not in

The duty reactor engineer arrived in the main control room at 0730 and began settinguse.
up the TIM system as specified in TI-53. By 0815, preparations were complete, and flux
mapping commenced. The duty reactor engineer completed taking flux mer. data at 1030 and,
after securing the TIM system, started reviewing the data. The performance of SI-133
commenced at 1100 and was completed by 1130. At 1145, the duty reactor engineer began
data reduction for SI-178, and at 1223, the customary hold order was reinstated on the
Unit 1 TIM syctem.
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Description of Event (Continued)

~By 1300, the duty reactor engineer determined that an apparent problem existed with the
datector normalization method that had been selected in SI-178. 'SI-178 contains three
. methods for collecting and reducing the data required to calculate the QPTR. However, no
guidance or limitations on methods to be used in the event of inoperable incore detectors
ware provided by SI-178. The three methods are:

M2thod 1 - using the eight symmetric thimbles and the P-250 process computer

-M2thod 2 - using the eight symmetric thimbles and a hand calculation

Mathod 3 - using either the eight symmetric thimbles or a full core flux map, and the
INCORE computer code.

Mathod 1 above, which had been selected by the duty reactor engineer, could not be made to
yield useable detector normalization results. It was later determined that performing a
summary map after each data pass as implied in SI-178 could result in a loss of data
because of the map pass counter, which controls the assignment of computer storage
locations in the P-250 process computer, being reset to zero each time a summary map was

.parformed. Consequently, data taken during the next pass could overwr3te data taken
during the previous pass. Furthermore, no warning of the potential loss of data when
parforming the summary map was given in the P-250 console operator's manual.

'After discussing the problem with the reactor engineering supervisor, the duty reactor
engineer decided to try the second method in SI-178 as an , alternate. By 1345, this method
had also failed to produce useable results. After consulting again with the reactor
engineering supervisor, it was determined that the third method in SI-178 should be used
because of the inoperable TIM detectors. However, the problem caused by performing the
summary maps had not yet been identified. At 1402, the duty reactor engineer notified the
ASOS and the technical support manager that an additional flux map would be required. At
1419, the hold order was again removed from the TIM system, and at 1430, flux map data
collection was started. The P-250 summary map was still being performed after each pass
cf data collection (thus, unbeknownst to anyone at this time, the new flux map data would
also be flawed). At 1458, the 12-hour time limit in LCO 3.3.1.1, action 2.d, was
exceeded, and LCO 3.0.3 was entered.

Ths reactor engineering supervisor arrived in the control room at about 1430. At 1600, he
summoned ap off-duty reactor engineer to assist onsite. The off-duty reactor engineer
crrived onsite at 1630 and began a review of the original data obtained earlier in the day
and the subsequent performance of SI-178. By 1730, when the review was completed, the

'off-duty reactor engineer verified that the first two methods of SI-178 would not work if
any incore detectors were inoperable. After examining the flawed flux map data in some

' detail and in view of the continued lack of success in completing SI-178, the possibility
of interference from performing summary maps after each pass of data collection was {
deduced.- (It was later verified by Westinghouse Electric Corporation that the pass '

counter does reset to zero when a summary map is performed.) As a result, another set of
flux map data was collected at about 1840, but this time with a summary map performed only
efter all passes of data collection were complete. The data was downloaded from the P-250
process computer onto a magnetic tape, which was then transported to the PRIME computer
and uploaded onto the PRIME. The INCORE computer code was then run, and the results were
used to complete SI-178. At 1930, on July 22, 1989, the SI-178 acceptance criteria were
satisfied, and LCO 3.0.3 was exited, returning to the action statements of LCO 3.3.1.1.
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Cause of Event

The root cause of this event has beca identified as an inadequate procedure. SI-178
- provided no guidance to help the user decide which of the three available methods might be
appropriate or might be inappropriate in given circumstances. Had the procedure indicated:

that the third method must be used if any TIM system detectors were inoperable. SI-178
- would likely have been completed within the 12-hour time limit, and LCO 3.0.3 not been
entered.

Three contributing causes of the event have also been identified. The failure of the TIM
system detectors complicated the data collection process by requiring that five passes of
data be collected rather than three for a symmetric flux map. A search of the WR history
file indicated that all six detectors on Unit I were replaced during the outage just prior
to restart. The two detectors that failed were indicated to have been in parts storage
for more than ten years. The manufacturing warranty is for one year. The WR history also
indicated an increasing failure rate for the incore detectors. The second contributing
cause was the failure of the P-250 console operator's manual to indicate the adverse
consequences of performing a summary map after each pass of data collection. This
omission resulted in significant delays in obtaining useable flux map data. The third
contributing cause was the unfamiliarity of plant personnel with the SI-178 procedure. A
search of plant history files indicated that SI-178 had been performed only twice since
1982.

Analysis of Event

This event reports an entry into LCO 3.0.3, which is considered to be operation-prohibited
by technical specifications and, thus, reportable under 10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.i.b.
QPTR is monitored during core operation by the power range excore detectors. The purpose
of monitoring i IR is to ensure that the actual incore radial power distribution does not
exceed the design value assumed in core safety analyses. In the event of the loss of one
power range excore detector, action 2.d of LCO 3.3.1.1 requires that, at thermal power
levels greater than 75 percent of rated thermal power, the QPTR indicated by the remaining
three excore detectors be verified consistent with the normalized symmetric power
distribution obtained with the moveable incore detectors in the four pairs of symmetric
thimble locations at least once per 12 hours. A performance of SI-133 using the three
operable excore detectors was completed by 1130 on July 22, 1989, prior to entry into
LCO 3.0.3, and indicated no QPTR in excess of technical specification limits. A
performance of SI-178, completed at 1930 on July 22, 1989, after entry into LCO 3.0.3,
verified that the QPTR indicated by the three remaining excore detectors was consistent i

with the symmetric power distribution obtained with the TIM system detectors and that no
QPTR in excess of technical specification limits was present. During the time between
1130 and 1930 on July 22, 1989, no operational transient involving a power change,
boration, dilution, or control rod motion occurred. Therefore, based on the performance
results of SI-133 and SI-178 and the absence of any operational transient during the
event, it is concluded that this event caused no operational limits to be exceeded and had
no adverse safety consequences.
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Analysis of Event (Continued)

During the event, when the LCO 3.3.1.1, action 2.d, time limit was expiring, a question
_

,

arose as to whether the more appropriate course of action would be to restrict thermal
power to 75 percent of rated thermal power and reduce the power range high neutron flux ,

trip setpoint to 85 percent of rated thermal' power, or below,.within four hours (an {
iaction 2.c option not pursued) or to enter LCO 3.0.3 since no action statement was being

complied with at that moment to allow continued operation. The option involving resetting
the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint was not felt to be a prudent course of
action because the one inoperable channel (N-43 detector) had already been placed in the
tripped condi. tion as required by LCO 3.3.1.1, action 2.a. This tripped channel would
supply one of the two channel inputs needed to trip the reactor on either the high power
range neutron flux trip, the high positive rate power range neutron flux trip, or the high
negative rate power range neutron flux trip. Since resetting the high power range neutron
flux trip setpoints under LCO 3.3.1.1, action 2.c, would lead to tripping the bistable's in
each of the three operable channels, the inoperable channel would have to be bypassed with
jumpers and lifted leads to avoid initiating a reactor trip signal. The use of jumpers
and lifted leads at power is not desirable because it creates the potential for other
spurious actuations. Entry into LCO 3.0.3 was believed to be a conservative and
appropriate course of action, and the LCO was promptly entered when the time limit
expired. To avoid any confusion in the future, an exigent technical specification change
(89-36) is being prepared for NRC approval to clarify the applicable technical
specification sections.

Corrective Actions

Both immediate and long-term corrective actiond have been developed to address the event
described in this report. As immediate corrective action, reactor engineering personnel
have been informed that the third method of SI-178 must be used in the event failed
detectors are present in the TIM system. Reactor engineering pereunnel have also been
made aware that the incore pass counter will reset to zero if a summary map is performed
on the P-250 console, thereby causing any subsequently collected data to overwrite data
collected previously. In addition, WR B256378, to replace the inoperable TIM system B and
D detectors, was field-completed on August 4, 1989, WR 238158 has been written to
troubleshoot the TIM system E detector as required.

The long-term corrective action for this event is to revise SI-178 to correct the j
deficiencies identified as the root cause. SI-178 will be revised by October 1, 1989, to j

provide guidance on choosing which method is appropriate for current operating conditions. j

Additional Information

A review of the WR history file and Nuclear Experience Review data base failed to identify
any previous or similar events.

Commitment

SI-178 will be revised by October 1,1989, to provide guidance on choosing which method is |

appropriate for current operating conditions.
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